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EXCLUSIVE: Proposed NYC bill helps
parents identify day cares that are
unlicensed and lack training
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Karl Towndrow died during a midday nap at the unlicensed SoHo Child Care,
which operated from the second floor of this building at 69 Greene St. (Sam
Costanza/for New York Daily News)

After the tragic death this summer of an infant at an
unlicensed Manhattan day care center, City Council
members are pushing legislation to make it easier for
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Ohio man who attacked teen
he allegedly caught
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parents to spot places operating illegally — and without
proper training.
A bill to be introduced this week by Councilmembers
Jimmy Vacca (D-Bronx) and Margaret Chin (D-
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Manhattan) would require the city to publish reports
listing the names and addresses of day care centers that
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have been shut down or given cease and desist orders
because they were unlicensed.
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"Parents have no way to know what day care centers
have been closed by the city, and I want that to be
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transparent," Vacca said. "In light of what happened, I
want to empower people."

Suspect who stole car with
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Some fly-by-night operations are ordered shut down by

by boy’s father, now in
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the city but then reopen and lure in unsuspecting
parents.

Under the legislation, the city would also track and
publish tallies of centers that have been hit with
complaints from the public about lapses in their

Florida woman arrested
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squeezing them ‘until they …
by Taboola

licensing, permits and registration.
In July, 3-month-old Karl Towndrow died during a
midday nap on his first day at the unlicensed SoHo Child
Care.
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but she wasn't trained in the life-saving procedure,



which is required of certain licensed providers, police
sources said at the time.

Council member Jimmy Vacca is seeking a law to make it easier for parents
to find day cares that are operating illegally and lack proper training. (Warga,
Craig/NY Daily News)

City officials had received a complaint about an illegal
day care center months earlier, but though inspectors
visited the site, it was only shut down after the infant's
death.
Currently, parents can check online lists of centers
licensed by the city and state — a sometimes confusing
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process because each level of government licenses
centers separately — but there's no database of spots
that are found to be running illegally.
GOFUNDME PAGE STARTED FOR FAMILY OF BABY
WHO DIED AT UNLICENSED SOHO DAY CARE
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Exit Interview: Former Knicks point guard
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To get a license, day care centers have to submit to
inspections and follow a slew of rules, including newly
passed requirements limiting how much juice tots can
drink and preventing kids from spending more than half
an hour a week staring at a TV or computer screen.

Council member Margaret Chin is also pushing the legislation.
(Shawn Inglima)

Vacca said many parents have no idea if centers they're
considering are licensed are not — and therefore don't
know if the staff have proper training, or if the building
has been inspected for fire safety and sanitary
conditions.
"One of the most important choices parents make today
is where to send your child," he said. "People have a right
to know that the establishment has licensing,
registration and permits in order."
The legislation would also require reports to the Council
listing the number of licensed programs broken down by
borough and program type, how many illegal providers
are ordered to shut down, the number of complaints in
each borough and how each complaint is resolved.
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Erin Durkin

CONTACT

Erin Durkin is a reporter in the Daily News City Hall bureau, covering
city government and politics, the de Blasio administration and the
City Council. She previously covered urban development and local
issues in the paper's Brooklyn bureau.
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